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An Arabic-Disambiguating Engine Based On Statistical Approaches Prof. Aly Fahmy Faculty of Computers and Information, Cairo University. Giza, Egypt. [email protected]



Abstract The need to understand text or speech by automated systems arises in many natural language processing applications, such as e-learning, information retrieval, handwritten text recognition, and machine translation. The objective of this research is to present the analysis, design, and implementation of a generic engine that is able to reduce ambiguity of Arabic words and sentences. To achieve this objective, a statistical approach is chosen. This paper introduces an exponential parsing model which models a whole parse as a single unit. The model integrates rich semantic and syntactic features of the modeled language. The model can be efficiently implemented and easily updated. Also, it can be adapted to be applied for most language understanding tasks.
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Introduction



Since the Internet was adopted and further developed as a means of exchanging information by educational institutions in the 1970s, academics have been aware of its massive potential as a learning tool. In recent years, due to limitations of rooms and teachers, and constraints on time and geography, governments of both developed and under-developed nations have become increasingly excited about the possibilities of online learning to
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deliver cost effective, easily accessible and evercurrent education to all ages and social backgrounds, regardless of time and geography. Online learning faces the problem of increasing demand on regular education. So, next generation systems will exhibit the ability to interpret and understand text submitted by students. Also, the need to understand text or speech by automated systems arises in a lot of natural language processing applications, such as information retrieval, extraction, and filtering, automatic text summarization, speech recognition, handwritten text recognition, spelling and grammar checking and correcting, and multi-lingual systems including machine translation. However, parsing natural language is a computationally difficult task due to the inherent ambiguity of natural language grammars. Given a sentence, the number of possible structure assignments can grow exponentially with sentence length. Most of these analyses are not perceived by humans, since extra-linguistic information helps discarding implausible interpretations and selecting the most likely one. For computers, however, disambiguation is a much harder task, since contextual information is rarely available [2]. So, the interpretation of a sentence is not straightforwardly determined by its words. It depends on many interacting factors, including grammar, structural preferences, pragmatics, context and general world knowledge. Also, the interpretation of a sentence is pervasively ambiguous even when all known linguistic and cognitive constraints are applied [7].



A grammar is a finite description of a language that assigns each string in a language a description. Most grammars of human language are either manually constructed or extracted automatically from an annotated corpus. A sentence may have more than one grammatical structure (sentence structure ambiguity). Morphology is the study of the way words are built up from smaller meaning-bearing units, morphemes. In the Arabic language, the morphological rules are complicated and a word may have several morphological structures (part-of-speech ambiguity). Each syntactic word structure may have different semantic meanings (word sense ambiguity). Statistics is the study of inference under uncertainty. Statistical methods provide a systematic way of integrating weak or uncertain information.
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Problem Statement and Objective



The problem about which we are concerned is ambiguity. The Arabic language is rich of grammatical and morphological rules. So, it is highly ambiguous. The ambiguity makes possibility of recognizing a large number of alternative ways to define words and sentences. Most of these definitions are commonly unused, or improbable to be used.



words and sentences. In other words, it should be able to classify the possible definitions of a word, or a sentence according to their probabilities. Up until the late 1980’s, natural language processing was mainly investigated using a rule-based approach. However, rules appear too strict to characterize people’s use of language. This is because people tend to stretch and bend rules in order to meet their communicative needs. Methods for making the modeling of language more accurate are needed and statistical methods appear to provide the necessary flexibility [6]. So, statistical approaches will be followed in this research since they have demonstrated valuable results for other languages. These approaches make benefit of the valuable information of the Arabic language and the context of the analyzed text or speech. Statistical approaches are chosen for additional reasons; statistical models allow degrees of uncertainty. The problem under consideration is highly affected by some factors that can not be strictly determined, such as previous knowledge and context. Also, statistical methods reduce the knowledge acquisition bottleneck, by transferring the problem under consideration to new domains that are easier to deal with, at some confidence level.



The existence of a lot of alternative definitions of one word or sentence will cause the natural language processing applications such as machine learning and error correction to perform in a strange unpredictable way.



Statistical models can be iteratively trained and updated. So, the power of them can be enhanced incrementally. Combining various knowledge sources in training can assess confidentiality.



In some applications, such as machine translation and information retrieval, it is recommended to find the most probable definitions for the word or sentence under consideration.



For each system that is supposed to use the generic engine, a specialized engine should be constructed based on the context of the overall system. The specialized engines modify modules of the generic engine.



Also, in some applications, such as speech recognition and handwritten text recognition, the words to be processed are not strictly determined. That is, the automated recognizer may recognize several shapes of one word. The objective of this research is to present the analysis, design, and implementation of a generic engine that is able to reduce ambiguity of Arabic
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Background



The developed disambiguation engine presented in this paper is concerned with word sense ambiguity, part-of-speech ambiguity, and sentence structure ambiguity. Consequently, the following subsections give background on these items, based on [9].



Separate sections are devoted for probabilistic context free grammars and maximum entropy modeling because of their relation to our research. Section 3.1 deals with word sense disambiguation, Section 3.2 deals with part of speech tagging, Section 3.3 deals with probabilistic context free grammars, Section 3.4 deals with maximum entropy modeling, and Section 3.5 deals with probabilistic parsing for sentence structure disambiguation.



The most common and practical approaches use Markov Model taggers. Markov Model taggers look at the sequence of tags in a text as a Markov chain. That is, we assume that a word’s tag only depends on the previous tag (limited horizon) and that this dependency does not change over time (time invariance). Of course, the two Markov properties only approximate reality. They use a training set of manually tagged text to learn the regularities of tag sequences.



3.1



3.3



Word Sense Disambiguation



Many words have several meanings or senses. For such words given out of context, there is thus ambiguity about how they are to be interpreted. The task of disambiguation is to determine which of the senses of an ambiguous word is invoked in a particular use of the word. This is done by looking at the context of the word’s use. The most common and practical approaches use Bayesian classification or information theory. Bayesian classification approaches treat the context of occurrence as a bag of words without structure, but they integrate information from many words in the context window. Information theoretic approaches look at only one informative feature in the context, which may be sensitive text structure. But this feature is carefully selected from a large number of potential informants. Word sense disambiguation can be viewed as a classification task, by treating semantic senses as classes. So, classification techniques such as decision trees and support vector machines have been applied. 3.2



Part-of-Speech tagging



Tagging is the task of labeling each word in a sentence with its appropriate part of speech. We decide whether each word is a noun, verb, adjective, or whatever. All modern taggers in some way make use of a combination of syntagmatic information (looking at information about tag sequences) and lexical information (predicting a tag based on the word concerned).



Probabilistic Context Free Grammars



The simplest probabilistic model for recursive embedding for sentence structure is a Probabilistic (Stochastic) Context Free Grammar (PCFG), which is simply a CFG with probabilities added to the rules, indicating how likely different rewritings are. PCFGs are the simplest and most natural probabilistic model for tree structures. PCFGs are only one of many ways of probabilistic models of syntactic structure. We are concerned about them as they have some similarity with the proposed approach. A PCFG G consists of: 1) A set of terminals, {w k },



k = 1,...,V . 2) A set of nonterminals, {N i }, i = 1,..., n .



3) A designated start symbol, N1. 4) A set of rules, {N i → τ j } , where τ j is a sequence of terminals and nonterminals. 5) A corresponding set of probabilities on rules such that: ∀i ¦ P (N i → τ j | N i ) = 1 j



We will use the symbols w 1 ,...,w m to represent terminals of the sentence to be parsed, and the symbol N pqj to represent that nonterminal N j spans positions p through q in the string. It is easy to find the probability of a tree in a PCFG model. One just multiplies the probabilities of the rules that built its local subtrees. The conditions (assumptions) of the model are: 1) Place invariance: The probability of a subtree does not depend on where in the string the words it dominates are.



2) Context-free: The probability of a subtree does not depend on words not dominated by the subtree. 3) Ancestor-free: The probability of a subtree does not depend on nodes in the derivation outside the subtree. 3.4



Maximum Entropy Modeling



Of all probability distributions that obey these constraints, we attempt to find the maximum entropy distribution, the one with the highest entropy. There is a unique such maximum entropy distribution and there exists an algorithm, generalized iterative scaling, which is guaranteed to converge to it. The features fi are binary functions that can be



Classification or Categorization is the task of assigning objects from a universe to two or more classes or categories. Tagging, word sense disambiguation, and text categorization are classification tasks.



 ( x used to characterize any property of a pair , c ) ,  where x is a vector representing an input element, and c is the class label.



In general, the problem of statistical classification can be characterized as follows: We have a training set of objects, each labeled with one or more classes, which we encode via a data representation model. Typically, each object in the training set is repre-



While the maximum entropy approach is not in principle limited to binary features, known reasonably efficient solution procedures such as generalized iterative scaling, do only work for binary features.



  n ( x sented in the form , c ) , where x ∈ � is a vector of measurements and c is the class label.



Maximum entropy modeling is a framework for integrating information from many heterogeneous information sources for classification. The data for a classification problem is described as a (potentially large) number of features. These features can be quite complex and allow the experimenter to make use of prior knowledge about what types of information are expected to be important for classification. Each feature corresponds to a constraint on the model. We then compute the maximum entropy model, the model with maximum entropy of all the models that satisfy the constraints. Choosing the maximum entropy model is motivated by the desire to preserve as much uncertainty as possible. In maximum entropy modeling, feature selection and training are usually integrated. For a given set of features, we first compute the expectation of each feature based on the training set. Each feature then defines the constraint that this empirical expectation be the same as the expectation the feature has in our final maximum entropy model.



The model class for a particular variety of maximum entropy modeling introduced here is exponential models of the following form:



 1 P (x , c ) = Z



k



∏αif



i



 ( x ,c )



i =1



where k in the number of features, Įi is the weight for feature fi, and Z is a normalizing constant used to ensure a probability distribution. If we take logs on both sides, then log p is a linear combination of the logs of the weights: k   log P ( x , c ) = − log Z + ¦ f i ( x , c ) log α i i =1



Loglinear models are an important class of models for classification. Maximum entropy approach is the most widely used loglinear models in statistical natural language processing. 3.5 3.5.1



Probabilistic Parsing Why parsing?



There are various possible goals for parsing: 1) Using syntactic structure as a first step towards semantic interpretation. 2) Detecting phrasal chunks for indexing in an information retrieval system.



3) Trying to build a probabilistic parser that outperforms n-gram models as a language model. 3.5.2



Why probabilistic?



There are various possible benefits for using probabilities in parsing: 1) Probabilities for determining the sentence: In some cases as speech recognition, actual words are not known and the parser works on word lattice in order to know the sequence of words with highest probability.



2) Probabilities for speedier parsing: To prune the search space of the parser without affecting quality. 3) Probabilities for choosing between parses: To determine the most likely parses. While parsing, we can store all the different parses efficiently. But retrieving parses, we have to do exponential work (as number of parses can be exponential). So in practice, we will need some way to do disambiguation as we go, so we don’t have to store every parse of very ambiguous sentences [8]. For some sentences, some parses may appear because of grammar faults. However, changing grammar is hard and may disallow correct sentences. Some parses with very strange and unexpected meaning may appear. Some parses may appear but they are unlikely to be used. 3.5.3



Enhancing PCFGs



We should be able to build a much better probabilistic parser than one based on a PCFG by better taking into account lexical and structural context. Context: Humans make wide use of the context of an utterance to disambiguate language as they listen: the context where we are listening, the immediate prior context of the conversation, and who we are listening to. To build a better statistical parser



than a PCFG, we want to be able to incorporate at least some of these sources of information. Lexicalization: In a PCFG, the chance of a verb phrase (VP) expanding as a verb followed by two noun phrases is independent of the choice of verb involved. This suggests that somehow we want to include more information about what the actual words in the sentence are when making decisions about the structure of the parse tree. The most straightforward and common way to lexicalize a CFG is by having each phrasal node be marked by its head word. However, there are some dependencies between pairs of non-heads. Structural content: PCFGs are also deficient on purely structural grounds. For instance, the probability of a noun phrase expanding in a certain way is independent of where the noun phrase (NP) is in the tree. 3.5.4



Search methods for building parses



For certain classes of probabilistic grammars, there are efficient algorithms that can find the highest probability parse in polynomial time. The way such algorithms work is by maintaining some form of tableau that stores steps in a parse derivation as they are calculated in a bottom-up fashion. The tableau is organized in such a way that if two subderivation are placed into one cell of the tableau, we know that both of them will be able to be extended in the same ways into larger subderivations and complete derivations. In such derivations, the lower probability one of the two will always lead to lower probability complete derivation, and so it may be discarded (Viterbi Algorithms). For complex statistical grammar formalisms, such algorithms may not be available. This may be because such formalisms does not exist, or we cannot compute the highest probability derivation of a tree. We will present an example of uniform-search algorithms: The stack decoding algorithm: One starts with a priority queue that contains one item - the initial state of the parser. Then one goes into a loop where at each step one takes the highest probability item off the top of the priority queue, and extends



it by advancing it from an n step derivation to an (n+1) step derivation. These longer derivations are placed back on the priority queue ordered by probabilities. This process repeats until there is a complete derivation on top of the priority queue. If the queue is infinite, we will reach the optimal parse. If, as in common, a limited priority queue size is assumed, then one is not guaranteed to find the best parse, but the method is an effective heuristic for usually finding the best parse. The term beam search is used to describe systems which only keep and extend the best partial results. A beam may either be fixed size, or keep all results whose goodness is within a factor Į of the goodness of the best item in the beam. 3.5.5



Non-lexicalized grammars



The input sentence to parse is really just a list of word category tags, the preterminals of a normal parse tree. The nice thing about non-lexicalized parsers is that the small terminal alphabet makes them easy to build. One does not have to worry too much about either computational efficiency or issues of smoothing sparse data (Training data may not have sufficient information to take decisions). PCFG can be estimated from a treebank - collections of example parse trees for some sentences. Its performance is not far below that of best lexicalized parsers. PCFG can be trained by insideoutside algorithm or other methods. Data-Oriented parsing is a method for parsing directly from trees. Instead of deriving a grammar from the treebank, collect partial parses that match words in our sentence. 3.5.6



Lexicalized models



The general idea of history-based grammars (HBGs) was that all prior parse decisions could influence following parse decisions in the derivation. Example of a rule applied to a node while parsing:



P (Syn , Sem , R , H 1 , H 2 | Syn p , Sem p , R p , I pc , H 1 p , H 2 p ) Syn: Syntactic category of the node.



Sym: Symantic category of the node. R: Rule applied at the node. H1: Lexical head of the node. H2: Secondary head of the node. Synp, Symp, Rp, H1p, H2p: As before but for the parent node. Ipc: Number of this child node in the parent rule. The joint probability is decomposed via the chain rule and each of the features is estimated individually. 3.5.7



Dependency-based models



A sentence is represented as a bag of its base noun phrases (baseNPs) and other words with dependencies between them. Tagging is independent process.



P (t | s ) = P (B , D | s ) = P (B | s ) × P (D | s , B ) B: Bag of baseNPs and other words in the sentence. D: Dependencies between elements in B. Each word w - except the main predicate of a sentence - will be dependent on some head h via a dependency relationship R: n



P (D | s , B ) = ∏ P (d (w j , hw j , Rw j , hw )) j =1



j



And the probabilities that two words are related by relation R can be estimated approximately as: P(R|,).
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Proposed Model: A whole parse exponential parsing model Motivations



Lexicalized models were the first models to think of. In particular, the work of Charniak [3], and [5]. Lexicalized models incorporate rich linguistic features that are used in derivations of parses. The dependency of a node probability in the parse tree on its parent makes the model hard to be used practically. The maximum entropy models become famous [10], with simple and fast bottom up techniques, using exponential model, but the features used in derivation are parser-dependent, and the linguistic logic of them is not obvious. Choosing features in



this way is mandatory for computationally feasible training. Then, Charniak [4] came back with a MaximumEntropy-Inspired parser. It was similar to his old parser, with intelligent expansion of the conditional probabilities used in parse tree derivation, so as to reduce the effect of the sparse data problem. Rosenfeld [11] and [13] introduces whole sentence exponential language models. Also, improved in [1]. They are attractive in the sense of a language model that can accommodate very rich language features, with complicated training procedure. Knowledge based approaches got more attention [12]. It is better to focus on language properties, than to train blindly, especially when searching for features that hard to be deduced by training. It looks that the maximum entropy models take their strength from the underlying exponential models more than from the training procedure.



P (t | s ) =



where Z(s) is added for normalization to ensure



¦ P (t | s ) = 1 t



Z (s ) =



There is no suggested way to convert this parsing model to language model (a model in which the sum of probabilities of all possible parses in the language equal one). However, a sentence weight can be used (instead of sentence probability) to compare between two sentences, and this is the most common usage of language models:



w (s ) =



4.2



4.3.1



k



f (t )



w (t ) = ∏ α j j j =1



k is the number of features, fj(t) are features (usually binary), and Įj is the weight for feature fj(t). Features are of two types: Positive evidence features which increase the weight of a parse, and have weight greater than one, and Negative evidence features which decrease the weight of a parse, and have weight less than one. The parsing model (a model in which the sum of probabilities of all possible parses for a specific sentences equal one) can be driven from this weight as follows:



w (t )



The model can be adopted easily so that s may be a word lattice, or probably incorrect sentences without any change in these equations.



4.3



Definition: Parse weight w(t) is a nonnegative real value that increases as the likelihood of a parse t increases.



¦



{t : yield (t ) = s }



Our implemented model can be viewed as a variant of the parsing model version based on the language model of Rosenfeld [11] and [13], but with replacing the needed complicated training sensitive to the sparse data problem by incorporating knowledge based features in the model. Description of the model



1 w (t ) Z (s )



max w (t )



{t : yield (t ) = s }



Feature types



The model uses two main types of features: syntactic features and semantic features. Syntactic features



a) Usage of syntactic word categories: If a word is common to be used as a certain syntactic category, this can be a positive evidence feature. (Example: The word 'put' is used commonly as verb, not noun). b) Usage of grammatical rules: If a certain rule is commonly applied in the use of language, this can be a positive evidence feature. (Example: A sentence is usually composed of a verb and a subject noun phrase). c) Grammatical restrictions: If there are grammatical restrictions between parts of a sentence, the satisfaction of them is a positive evidence feature. (Example: The matching between the subject and the verb form). d) Grammatical preferences: Some expressions are not only grammatical, but also more common to be



used. (Example: A transitive verb needs an object although it can be omitted and still valid grammatically). 4.3.2



Semantic features



a) Collocations: A collocation is any turn of phrase or accepted usage where somehow the whole is perceived to have an existence beyond the sum of the parts [9]. The existence of a collocation in a certain parse is a positive evidence feature. b) Selectional preferences: The satisfaction of a selectional preference (semantic regularities) in a given parse is a positive evidence feature. (Example: The verb 'eat' prefers eatable objects). Besides their use in parse tree disambiguation, the semantic features described above can also be used for word sense disambiguation inside a given parse as follows: if there exist a word having different semantic senses, order them according to the combined evidence of the related satisfied semantic features in the parse. A model similar to the one used for parsing is used for this purpose. For this purpose only, other semantic features are used: c) Usage of senses of a word: If a word is commonly used as a certain sense, this can be a positive evidence feature for this sense. d) Domain dependence: If two word senses are used in the same domain, this can be a positive evidence feature for these two senses. This feature can also be used in words from different nearby sentences. 4.4



Determining weights for features



Weights are determined according to the significance of the features. To simplify this task, two levels of significance are assigned for positive evidence features: common, having weight of four, and moderate, having a weight of two. Similarly, two levels of significance are assigned for negative evidence features: rare, having weight of half, and very rare, having a weight of quarter. The significance of a feature is determined by linguistic knowledge, and by the common use of the language.
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Arabic Disambiguating Engine: Implementation details



This section describes the implementation details of the proposed engine. It is based on the whole parse exponential parsing model described in the previous section. 5.1



Lexicon and data entry



The lexicon is designed such that the morphological processing phase is simplified (More details in sub-section 5.3). Different syntactic words (part-of-speech tags) for the same word shape occur as different entries in the lexicon. All different semantic meanings for the same syntactic word exist at the lexicon entry of the corresponding syntactic word. Each entry in the lexicon has syntactic properties and semantic senses. Each semantic sense has properties and possible association relationships to other words. Examples of association relationships are selectional preferences, collocations, and dependencies of any kind. A lexicon entry may represent a stem which does not have a logical meaning if left as it is, but needed to simplify morphological analysis during morphological processing phase. For example, consider the word 'stories', the plural of 'story': the stem ‘stori’ exists in the lexicon, having a property that it can not be a word by itself, but it can be connected to the postfix ‘es’ to generate the word ‘stories’ (More details in subsection 5.3). The benefit of this method is that the same stem can be connected to several prefixes or postfixes, which is a prevalent feature of the Arabic language. The data entry mechanism allows entering a stem into the lexicon, with its properties and senses. Macros are provided to facilitate entering common cases, by automatically setting most properties, based on a set of mandatory properties.



5.2



Grammar construction



The Arabic language syntax allows certain changes in word order. For example, Arabic sentences have the order: (verb - subject - object) when the verb is transitive. But it is syntactically possible to exchange the order of the subject and the object, although this is not familiar to happen. Also, the Arabic language syntax allows some flexibility in applying some rules. For example, some verbs can be used as both transitive (needs object) and intransitive, although using it as intransitive is not familiar to happen. Consider an example to handle the example cases describe above. The direct approach to construct rules is (where verb, subject, and object are grammar nonterminals): Rule 1) sentence -> verb, subject Rule 2) sentence -> verb, object Rule 3) sentence -> verb, subject, object Rule 4) sentence -> verb, object, subject Rule 1 handles the case of intransitive verb. Rule 2 handles the case of transitive verb with hidden subject. Rule 3 handles the case of transitive verb with familiar ordering (subject comes before object). Rule 4 handles the case of transitive verb with unfamiliar ordering (object comes before subject). To overcome the explosion of rules due to specifying a rule for each possible ordering, instead of using the previous set of rules, rules of our grammar are: Rule 1) sentence -> verb  Rule 2) verb -> verb, subject  Rule 3) verb -> verb, object  The ‘verb’ nonterminal can consist of a verb with hidden subject, a verb with subject, a verb with object, or a verb with both subject and object. This is done by modifying related properties associated with the ‘verb’ nonterminal. The new set of rules can cause explosion of rule usage due to the recursive formulation. Such explosion is controlled by the application of constraints associated with each rule against the lexical and semantic properties of the Arabic terminals related to the rule constituents.



The parsing approach followed is bottom-up chart parsing (More details in sub-section 5.4). So, when a grammatical rule is applied, it constructs a new parse representing the left hand side nonteminal, having child parses representing the right hand side nonterminals or terminals. Constraints are associated with some grammatical rules to prevent constructing wrong grammatical structure. For example, there is a constraint that rule 2 cannot be applied if the right hand side verb already has a subject. Also, rule 3 cannot be applied if the right hand side verb is not transitive. Negative evidence features are associated with some grammatical rules to handle the case of constructing correct grammatical structures which are not commonly used. For example, when applying rule 1 and the verb is transitive but does not have object. Also, when applying rule 2 and the right hand side verb has an object (order change of subject and object). In each of these cases, the grammatical rule is applied, but a negative evidence feature decreases the weight of the resulting parse (More details in sub-section 5.4). Following the described method to construct rules, most grammatical rules are only unary (has one right hand side nonterminal or terminal) or binary (has two right hand side nonterminals). Ternary (or more) grammatical rules, which are few, are converted to several binary rules. Example: a rule A>B,C,D is converted to A->B,T and T->C,D, where T is an intermediate nonterminal. So, the Arabic grammar is formulated using only unary and binary rules. This simplifies the procedure of parsing a lot, making it more efficient. Note that this is not exactly as Chomsky normal form, as we allow unary rules in which a nonterminal can be substituted by another nonterminal. Keeping this type of rules is important, so as to keep the complete structures behind the resulting parses. 5.3



Morphological Processing



A ‘trie’ data structure, also called ‘prefix tree’ is designed to store words in a manner to allow retrieving any word in O(word length). The term



'trie' comes from 'retrieval'. The following graph is an example of a trie containing the words: do, dry, and door: dry r



y



d



door o



r



o



fix rule is applied to the stem, modifying its properties to be a valid syntactic plural word. After applying morphological processing, for each word in the sentence, we have a set of syntactic words (may be of size one), each associated with properties needed for the parsing phase.



do



Three tries are maintained: one for prefixes, one for reversed postfixes, and one for all possible stems. If two or three prefixes can exist in the same word in some order, they are saved in the trie as one prefix (in the addition of each alone of course). The same for postfixes. Each prefix and postfix has some properties associated with it, and a rule that is applied to the stem attached to it (to modify its properties).



5.4



The morphological processing algorithm of a word based on those tries is: 1) Traverse the trie of prefixes with the word, in O(word length) retrieving all possible prefixes, including the empty prefix. 2) Traverse the trie of reversed postfixes with the reverse of the word, in O(word length) retrieving all possible postfixes, including the empty postfix. 3) For each possible combination of a retrieved prefix and a retrieved postfix, verify the existence of the stem by searching the trie of stems. If found, generate a complete syntactic word, by applying the postfix rule on the stem, then applying the prefix rule on the result.



After the morphological processing phase is ended, each input word has a set of associated syntactic words (part-of-speech ambiguity). For clarity, in this sub-section, it is assumed that each word has exactly one associated syntactic word, as if part-ofspeech ambiguity is resolved. In the next subsection, the model will be revised to accommodate this issue.



Example: Performing morphological processing on the word ‘stories’. Suppose the reversed postfix trie is: s s



e es



Traversing the trie of reversed postfixes with the reverse of ‘stories’, which is ‘seirots’, results in the empty postfix, the ‘s’ postfix, the ‘es’ postfix. Trying each available prefix (assumed to be empty) with each available postfix, only the possible combination is the empty prefix and the ‘es’ postfix, because the stem ‘stori’ exists in the trie of stems, and the properties of it allows the ‘es’ postfix to be attached to it (See sub-section 5.1). The ‘es’ post-



Parsing for sentence structure disambiguation



Suppose the input sentence having k syntactic words as follows (syntactic-wordi spans positions from i-1 to i): 0



syntacticword1



1



syntacticword2



2



… syntac. ticwordk



k



The well-known bottom-up chart parsing approach is followed, with the addition of a mechanism to disambiguate parses as we go. A two dimensional table ParseTable of size k*k is kept, where an entry ParseTable[i,j] consists of, at most, the best n parses found so far, spanning from index i to index j (where i


Initially, ParseTable[i-1,i], where 1”i”k, consists of exactly one parse consisting of only one leaf node representing syntactic-wordi. The weight of this parse is one. Every parse other than initial parses result from applying a grammatical rule on one or two existing parses. Its weight equals to the multiplication of weights of child parses and features found while applying that rule (if any). Calculating weights in this manner corresponds with the proposed model (More details in sub-section 4.2). Normalization of parses is delayed until the end of the parsing stage. The bottom-up probabilistic chart parsing approach proceeds as follows: Loop(j from 1 up to k) Loop(i from j-1 down to 0) Loop(q: parse in cell ParseTable[i,j]) Apply possible unary rules (r->q) Loop(p: parse ending at i) Apply possible binary rules (r->p,q) The worst case runtime complexity of this algorithm is O(k*k*n*(u+b*n*k)), or approximately O(bk3n2). The space complexity is O(k2n). Where: u and b are number of unary and binary rules, k is the number of words in the sentence, and n is the maximum possible number of parses at the same ParseTable cell. The choice of n is a trade-off between accuracy and running time. At last, weights of complete parses are converted to probabilities by normalizing, then complete parses are ordered according to their probabilities. The highest weight complete parse is picked to describe the sentence structure. 5.5



Part-of-speech parsing



disambiguation



while



In the previous sub-section, it is assumed that each input word has exactly one associated syntactic word, as if part-of-speech ambiguity is resolved. In this sub-section, a modification is introduced to perform the task of part-of-speech disambiguation. Only, the initial state of the ParseTable will be changed. Instead of letting ParseTable[i-1,i], where 1”i”k, consists of exactly one parse representing one syntactic-word at location i, ParseTable[i-1,i]



now consists of a number of parses equals to number of syntactic words at location i (as generated from the morphological processing phase). Each parse represents one syntactic word. The weight of each initial parse depends on the familiarity of the syntactic word, specified in data entry, and has three levels: common, moderate, and rare, with weights four, two and one. Each parse consists of exactly one syntactic word for each word spanned by it. So, at the end of parsing, the tags of syntactic words of the highest weight complete parse are picked as part-of-speech tags for the corresponding input words. 5.6



Word sense disambiguation while parsing



In this sub-section, a modification is introduced to perform the task of word sense disambiguation. Different semantic senses for each syntactic word are assigned initial weights. The weight of each semantic sense depends on its familiarity, specified in data entry, and has three levels: common, moderate, and rare, with weights four, two and one. For each syntactic word spanned by a parse, this parse prefers some semantic meanings to others, depending on features encountered while parsing. So, each parse maintains an entry for each spanned syntactic word. Each entry has weights of semantic senses of that syntactic word. The weights of semantic senses are updated if relevant features are found during application of rules constructing this parse (More details in sub-section 4.3.2). At the end of parse, weights of semantic senses of each syntactic word in the highest weight parse are converted to probabilities by normalizing, then semantic senses are ordered according to their probabilities. The highest probability semantic sense for each syntactic word is picked to describe the semantic sense of the corresponding syntactic word.
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Conclusion



The proposed model and engine have many powerful aspects:



General disambiguation framework: The engine is a general framework that uses the same model to perform three disambiguation tasks: word-sense disambiguation, part-of-speech tagging, and sentence structure disambiguation. The final decision of disambiguation is delayed until the end of parsing. Mixed approaches: The model makes a compromise between extensive rule-based models that highly depend on linguistic information, and pure statistical models that highly depend on a training corpus. Grammar simplicity: A grammar for this model is simple, and the restrictions on some structural aspects are introduced by features, or by constraints applied while combining parses. Adaptability: The model combines different linguistic features in a simple way. It is not highly sensitive to the addition or removal of linguistic features. The grammar simplicity also makes the model more adaptable, as the addition or removal of new features or constraints is relatively easier than the modification of the grammatical rules. Accuracy vs. Speed: Naturally, there is a trade-off between accuracy (probability of correctness of the resulting parse) and speed. It depends on the choice of n, the threshold set on the maximum number of parses spanning any substring of the input sentence. Larger n results in more accuracy and less speed. n can be changed, even at runtime, without affecting any other implementation details. The prototype implementation of the described model with ranging n from 50 to 100 has verified all the described logic, with the correct parse always found.
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Future work



Several enhancements for the engine are intended to be done. Mainly integrating the proposed engine with the work on lexical and semantic tagging of Arabic text at the Center of Excellence of Data Mining sponsored by the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, Egypt. Also,



the grammatical rules will be extended to cover wider aspects of the Arabic language.
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